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Court Procedures Rules 2006
(see r 3479 (Foreign judgment—notice of registration))
In the Supreme Court of the Australian Capital Territory

No SC		of (year)
Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cwlth), part 2

(name)
Plaintiff

(name)
Defendant

To: (name of defendant)
1.	The judgment dated (date of judgment) of the (name of Court that gave the judgment), against (name of person against whom the judgment was given) was registered in the Supreme Court under the Foreign Judgments Act 1991 (Cwlth), part 2.  A sealed order for registration of the judgment is served with this order.
*2.	[You are required to pay to the plaintiff the amount of $ (the amount of the judgment at the time of registration of the judgment, including interest which, by the law of the country of the original court, becomes due under the judgment up to the time of registration, and costs of the judgment, after deducting any amount paid in satisfaction of the judgment). 
	(insert amounts in currency in which judgment is expressed, or equivalent amount in Australian currency)]
*3.	[You are required to (insert anything else the defendant must do to comply with other orders made under the judgment)]
4.	You are also required to pay to the plaintiff the reasonable costs of and incidental to registration, including the cost of obtaining a certified copy of the judgment from the original court and the costs of obtaining from foreign exchange dealers evidence of the rates at which Australian dollars may be bought in the currency in which the judgment is expressed, *[fixed at $ (amount)/to be assessed].
5.	You may, not later than (number of days) days after service of this notice, apply to set aside the registration of the judgment.

Plaintiff’s address for service
(set out plaintiff’s address for service)
(if represented by a solicitor the following information may be given)
*Document exchange box no:
(if postal address different from address for service)
*Postal address:
*Fax:
*Email address:

Date:
(signature of plaintiff/plaintiff’s solicitor)
(name of plaintiff/plaintiff’s solicitor)


*omit if, or whichever is, inapplicable


